RONDA CONCEPT

PRESENTATION
RONDA CONCEPT acoustic panels are designed to control environmental noise providing
functionality, aesthetics and acoustic comfort. Apart from these qualities, these panels provide the
walls that support color and texture.

FEATURES
RONDA CONCEPT acoustical panels are formed by an absorbent core and a stiffened structure,
both of the same material, polyester wool, recycled and recyclable. These elements are hidden. The
face and edges covered by an acoustic tissue and are presented in three formats.
By their formats and designs and aesthetic, like alone or grouped, are suitable for open spaces such
as restaurants, reception areas, meeting rooms, offices, calls centers, etc.
FORMATS
RONDA CONCEPT panels are presented in the following measures:
45 x 600 x 600 mm.
45 x 800 x 800 mm.
45 x 1000 x 1000 mm.

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES:
Absorción acústica
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RONDA CONCEPT Class A, (αw = 0,95) ISO 11654; method ISO 354 E=200

ENVIRONMENT: 100 % reciclable.

PERCEPTIONS
The way we perceive sound depends on the physical nature of our environment and aspects of
interior design. Public spaces, airy interiors and other contemporary spaces are characterized by
hard surfaces, which, incorporating absorbent decorative elements - RONDA CONCEPT - a need
for modulating a cozy atmosphere.
COMFORT
By using absorbent panels in the environment, whether in the office, restaurant, meeting room, calls
centers, churches, etc..., it is possible to minimize the factors disrupting meetings, work and
quietness.
Noise control by acoustical panels is essential to make our work environment a pleasant and
comfortable environment element.

SOLUTIONS
The set of RONDA CONCEPT absorbing panels offers a range of solutions to solve the problem of
noise in offices, workplaces, leisure, restaurants, etc.., installing them either alone or grouped.
The quality of the fabric used - pure virgin wool - along the color spectrum by adding a personalized
environment tic exclusivity.
The sober and exclusive design of RONDA CONCEPT absorbent panels combine perfectly with
other spatial elements whether modern, cutting edge or classic.
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